**FIBER TYPE** | **FIBER CABLE JACKET DIAMETER OPTIONS**
---|---
12 FIBER MM LOW LOSS | FOC-IPMF1M-L48N, FOC-IPMF1M-L60N
12 FIBER MM STANDARD | FOC-IPMF1M-S48N, FOC-IPMF1M-S60N
12 FIBER SM LOW LOSS | FOC-IPMF1S-L48N, FOC-IPMF1S-L60N
12 FIBER SM STANDARD | FOC-IPMF1S-S48N, FOC-IPMF1S-S60N
24 FIBER MM LOW LOSS | FOC-IPMF2M-L48N, FOC-IPMF2M-L60N
24 FIBER MM STANDARD | FOC-IPMF2M-S48N, FOC-IPMF2M-S60N
24 FIBER SM STANDARD | FOC-IPMF2S-S48N, FOC-IPMF2S-S60N

**NOTES:**

1. ASSEMBLY SHALL BE INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH L-COM SPECIFICATION PS-0031.

**REGULATORY COMPLIANCE:**
EU RoHS DIRECTIVE (MOST RECENT RELEASED VERSION)